A Noetherian base 3$ of a topological space X is a base for the topology of X which has the following property: If B\ C B-¡ C • ■ • is a nondecreasing sequence of elements of 38, then {Sn}neN is finite. In this article we give an example of a T\ topological space without a Noetherian base.
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I. Introduction. DEFINITION 1.1. A collection % of subsets of a set A is Noetherian if W does not contain a strictly increasing infinite chain.
There are large classes of topological spaces which have a Noetherian base (see [3] ), for example if A is a normed linear space, the collection of open balls of radius 1/n (ne N) constitutes a Noetherian base of A. On the other hand, R with the topology r -{0, R} U {(a, oo) : a G R} is a non Ti-space with no Noetherian base.
An important unsolved problem is the following: Does Con(ZFC) imply that Con (ZFC+ there exists a T2-space without a Noetherian base)?
However, the following is known: In the section that follows we give an example, in ZFC, of a Tt-space that has no Noetherian base. A'0 e3ê for each ß <ojx. We claim that: (1) If s/ is an antichain, then srf' is also an antichain. In fact, let A'^,A'0 e St* where 7 < ß. A'^ = A1 U {n G C1+i : n > A7} and A'ß = Aß U {r¡ G G^+i : 7/ > A^}. A^ does not contain A'ß since A/3 G AJj -A^. On the other hand, if r)o e A1 -Aß, then r/n G A'^ -A'ß. Therefore srf' is an antichain.
(2) Let E' = (J7<Wl ^i, and let G = w, -E'. Then, the set G is empty or has order type < oj. Furthermore E = {a e E': a is a limit ordinal} is a stationary subset of oji . In fact, let us suppose that G is a subset of U\ such that o.t. G > oj. Let r¡o e G be such that o.t. {n e G: r¡ < n0} > oj. Since {X*1}1<ull is a cofinal subset in oji, then, there is Aj such that r/o < A^. But A^ G A'^ -A^+i -G£+1, where G£+1 = {»7 G Gí+i : r? < A€} and o.t. G£+1 < oj. Therefore A'^ílG ^ 0.
This contradiction proves that o.t. G < oj. As an immediate consequence the set E = {a e E': a is a limit ordinal} is a stationary subset of u>i.
For each r¡ G E, let g(r¡) be the smallest 7 such that 7 G A'n -X1+i -G7+1. If Tv = {£ < oji: Xç < n}, then ¡7(7?) = supT,, and therefore Xg(v) < n. Since n is a limit ordinal, XgM <nandne A'gM = Ag(i?)+1 -C'gM+1 (where C'g{v)+1 C Ag (??) is a finite set) there is a,, < n such that G', n+1 C a". The function <p(r¡) -av is a regressive function. Since E is a stationary subset in oji, there is Ç < wi such that |0_1(r?)| = oji (Lemma 2.2). Let M = 0-1(£). Since |M| = oji and ANGEL TAMARIZ-MASCARUA AND R. G. WILSON |íj| = oj, there exist an infinite subset K of M and a finite subset G C £, such that A' ,k) = Ag(fc)+1 -G for each k G K. Therefore {A'g,k^ : k G K} is an infinite strictly increasing chain of elements of $/'. It follows from (1) that sf is not an antichain, that is, (oji , r) is not A^-refinable.
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